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ABOUT US
At Frolicboonies we believe in the power of nature to
inspire,  educate,  and spark curiosity in young minds.
Our camp is designed to provide children aged 9-17
with hands-on experiences in the great outdoors,
fostering a deep appreciation for wildl ife
conservation and environmental  stewardship.



Every Moment at Frolic Boonies is
Fun

YOUR PARAGRAPH TEXT

HERE'S A COMPREHENSIVE BREAKDOWN FOR  ACTIVITIES
HELD AT THE CAMP.



OLIVIA WILSON WORKBOOK

Wildlife Activities

Nature Trails 
Nature trails offer a guided exploration of the
surrounding wilderness, providing campers with
an opportunity to immerse themselves in the
beauty of nature and learn about the local
ecosystem.

Guided by experienced naturalists, children learn
to identify different plant and animal species,
gaining insight into their unique characteristics
and ecological roles.



OLIVIA WILSON WORKBOOK

Bird Watching

Bird watching involves observing and
ident i fy ing bird species in their  natural
habi tats,  providing campers wi th an
opportuni ty to connect wi th nature and learn
about avian biodiversi ty.

Fun involved in the activity:  
Chi ldren can exper ience the exci tement of
spott ing colorful  b i rds,  l is tening to their  songs,
and witnessing their  unique behaviors.



WILDLIFE
TRACKING

NOCTOURNAL
WILDLIFE WATCH

Wildl i fe t racking involves
fol lowing animal t racks and
signs to learn about the
presence and behavior of  local
wi ld l i fe,  of fer ing campers an
opportuni ty to develop tracking
ski l ls  and connect wi th nature
.
 Chi ldren can exper ience the
thr i l l  of  detect ive work as they
search for animal t racks,  scat,
and other s igns lef t  behind by
wi ld l i fe.
o Tracking expedi t ions of fer  a
sense of  adventure and
discovery,

Nocturnal  wi ld l i fe walks of fer  a
unique opportuni ty to explore
the forest  at  n ight ,  observing
nocturnal  animals and
exper iencing the sights and
sounds of  the nightt ime
wi lderness.

Chi ldren can exper ience the
thr i l l  of  adventure as they
venture into the darkness,
l is tening for the cal ls of  owls,
bats,  f ly ing squirrels,  Deer and
other nocturnal  creatures.



AQUATIC
EXPLORATIONS:

Aquatic explorations
involve exploring
freshwater streams,
providing campers with an
opportunity to discover the
diversity of aquatic l ife and
learn about aquatic
habitats.

.

Fun involved in the
activity:

Children can enjoy the
excitement of wading
into shallow waters,
searching for aquatic
creatures such as
frogs,  tadpoles,
aquatic insects and
fishes



JUNGLE SAFARI:

ELEPHANT
INTERACTION

Jungle safari involves
exploring the wilderness in
search of wildlife and
adventure.
Children can experience the
excitement of embarking on
a safari adventure, traveling
through rugged terrain and
encountering wildlife in
their natural habitats.

Elephant interaction camp
involves engaging with rescued
elephants in a responsible and
ethical manner, providing
campers with an opportunity to
learn about these majestic
creatures and their
conservation.



FUN ACTIVITIES 

 Sky watching with a telescope at
FrolicBoonies Nature Camp ignites
children's curiosity as they explore
the vast universe, spotting distant
planets, twinkling stars, and even
glimpses of celestial phenomena,
fostering a lifelong love for
astronomy.

Delve into the sweet world of
chocolate making at
FrolicBoonies, where children
engage in hands-on experiences
crafting delectable treats,
learning the art of tempering,
molding, and decorating, igniting
their creativity and satisfying
their sweet tooth in a deliciously
fun adventure

CHOCOLATE
MAKING

SKY WATCHING



FUN CARNIVAL

ART OUT OF
WASTE

Transforming waste into
wonder, FrolicBoonies' Art out
of Waste activity empowers
children to repurpose
everyday items into stunning
creations, sparking their
imagination while instilling
valuable lessons about
sustainability and
environmental stewardship.

Immerse in the vibrant
atmosphere of FrolicBoonies'
Fun Carnival, where laughter
fills the air as children engage
in thrilling games, and
captivating performances,
creating unforgettable
memories of joy and
excitement.



BARBECUE
CAMPFIRE

SPLASH IN THE
STREAM

Beat the heat and
embrace the
refreshing fun of
FrolicBoonies'  Splash
in Stream activity,
where children splash
and play amidst the
pristine waters of
nature,  fostering a
deep appreciation for
the outdoors while
cooling off  in the
summer sun.

Gather around the
crackling flames of
FrolicBoonies'  barbecue
and campfire,  where
children bond over
delicious gri l led treats,
share stories under the
starl it  sky,  and forge
lasting friendships
amidst the warmth and
glow of the fire,  creating
cherished moments 



OUTDOOR
COOKING

 Outdoor cooking with f irewood adds an exciting
element to the adventure,  allowing young
campers to learn essential  survival  skil ls  while
bonding over the primal art of cooking.  Under
the guidance of experienced instructors,
children explore the joys of cooking amidst
nature's embrace,  fostering a deeper connection
to the wilderness and instil l ing a sense of self-
reliance.



Nestled within the Mudumalai  Tiger Reserve,  Frolic
Boonies Mudumali  campsite offers a breathtaking
setting for children to immerse themselves in nature.
The picturesque campus teems with wildlife,  and a
serene stream adjoining the campus enhances
opportunities for maximum wildlife exploration,
allowing young campers to connect intimately with
the natural  world and foster a deep appreciation for
its beauty and biodiversity.

About Mudumalai
Campsite



Accommodation
Facilities 

At FrolicBoonies Mudumalai  Camp,
accommodation is  designed to immerse children
in the rustic charm of nature while ensuring
comfort and safety.  Swiss tents provide a cozy
retreat,  furnished with comfortable bedding,
allowing campers to rest peacefully amidst the
serene surroundings.  Bamboo huts offer a unique
experience,  blending traditional craftsmanship
with modern amenities,  offering a sustainable
and eco-friendly shelter for campers to unwind
after a day of adventure.  



Food At Frolic Boonies 

At Frolic Boonies Wildlife Camp for children, every meal is a
delightful buffet of healthy and hygienic dishes expertly
prepared by our camp chef, ensuring campers are nourished for
their adventures. Bananas and juice are readily available at all
times to satisfy sudden hunger pangs and thirst, providing
campers with quick energy boosts throughout the day. To stay
hydrated, campers can refill their water bottles with mineral
water available at the dining hall, while in the evenings, milk and
snacks offer a comforting treat, with early morning milk and
biscuits providing a wholesome start to each day's adventures.



Transport Arrangements

For the convenience of campers, transportation to and from
Frolic Boonies camp sites is arranged from Bangalore, Chennai,
and Coimbatore, utilizing Vovlo buses for a comfortable
journey. 

Experienced camp counselors accompany the campers,
ensuring their safety and well-being throughout the trip, while
also providing supervision and support during their wilderness
adventures.



Safety is the key at Frolic Boonies, backed by our 15 years of
experience without any unfortunate incidents. Our
commitment to safety includes first aid readily available at
the campsite, with doctor and hospital facilities within a 6-
kilometer radius for immediate medical attention if needed. 

Highly experienced naturalists accompany children during
nature activities, ensuring their safety at all times. With an
optimal counselor-to-camper ratio, we prioritize maximum
monitoring to guarantee the well-being of every child,
providing parents with peace of mind knowing their children
are in safe hands throughout their adventure.

Safety Aspects



Frolic Boonies' founders, Bala and Nivedita, are not only
trained naturalists but also passionate wildlife enthusiasts
with over 15 years of experience organizing wildlife camps.
They firmly believe that exposing children to wildlife from a
young age instills a love and appreciation for nature,
cultivating future conservationists. It was this vision that led
to the establishment of Frolic Boonies in 2008, providing
children with the opportunity to explore the wonders of
wildlife and fostering a deeper connection to the natural
world.

Organizers At FrolicBoonies 



Naturalists and Counselors 
 







9448476888
9448485160

@frolicboonies_summercamp

www.frolicboonies.com

We are looking forward to creating a
memorable camping experience for

your child

For Registrations kindly visit our website 

For more videos and photos
kindly follow us on Insta


